EMD GP50 LOCOMOTIVE
Manual operator to Train Simulator
CURRENT SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0

GP50 history
The GP50 was the first model built by General Motors’ Electro-Motive Division to be equipped with
microprocessor controls, similar to GE’s Dash 8 Series, which EMD saw as the main competitor to its
own four-axle model. Powered by a 16-cylinder diesel engine, a total of 278 models were built
between 1980 and 1985.
The first railroad to take delivery was the Chicago and North Western Railroad, who saw the
locomotives as power for high-priority trains such as intermodal services. Soon after, the Missouri
Pacific Railroad, Southern Railway, and the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway took delivery of
GP50s, and although many of these railroads have since been absorbed, all GP50s remain in service
today.
The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the GP50 on any
Quick Drive enabled route for Train Simulator. Also included are scenarios specifically for the N-line
route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Technical Data
Engine Builder: Electro-Motive Division
Built date: 1980 - 1985
Total produced: 278
Engine: 16-645F3B
Total power: 3500hp.
Gear Ratio: 62:15
Trucks: 4-Wheel - Bo-Bo
Weight: 250,000lbs
Total Lenght: 59 ft 2 in (18.03 m)
Max Speed: 65mph (105km/h)
Total Built: 278 units
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This package contains the "ND" non-driver locomotive versions
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Scenarios included in this package

* The N-line route is required to run these scenarios.

[GP50HH] Morning delivery

It starts with two locomotives at the Salisbury yard. You will need to pick up several cars and complete
delivery at various siddings in the area.
[GP50HH] Round trip

Pickup work on the branchline. NS serves all factories and industries in the area. Here you must
complete the work order that indicates, pick up certain empty wagons. For the way back, you must
change your locomotive.
[GP50HH] At nightfall in Salisbury

Once you are cleared to resume your march, you will need to drive this train into Salisbury yard. Simple
task. It is night and there is a lot of movement
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Activate the locomotive package in a new scenario

Provider: TravelbyTrain

Quick Drive Compatible

///
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Product:  GP50-NS

Cab Controls

CURRENT SOFTWARE VERSION: 1.0
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